
Pre-Post examination score:
After remedial exam, scores of all student are higher
than MPL (>60%). Female has significant higher score
than male students (p<0.05).
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The obstacles of instructing a medical student probably come from
the background knowledge, attitude and personality differences.
We conducted the study to decide a proper teaching and learning
methods especially in the group of students needing special
attention under time-limited conditions. The learning behavior was
observed by assess students' knowledge and satisfaction.

Background

Summary of work
Thirty-eight 2nd year medical students, who do not reach the
required Minimum Passing Levels (MPL) in Musculoskeletal
system subject were assigned to do activities based on learning
objectives. After one-week, multiple-choice test was evaluated.
Then scored their satisfaction and learning experience using
questionnaire. Results were analyzed using statistical analysis.

Results

Discussion and Conclusion
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Learning method and sastisfaction:
Students' satisfaction related to teaching techniques (p = 0.004).
Exercise-based and lecture-based learning are preferred in under evaluated
students to prepare themselves during one-week before remedial examination.
While case study-base learning has the lowest score.
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Proportions of students' feeling related
to learning methods (p = 0.001).

Exploring of learners’ own feelings and opinion, most of students preferred the method created
by the lecturer over the methods depending on student-themselves such as report and mind
map. The favorite is exercise-based learning method. The teaching techniques could be
beneficial support to encourage student engagement. However, the efficacy of all methods still
depends on student responsibility and preparation.

Difference personality of student require difference way to learn. Their satisfaction is important
for their learning efficacy.
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§ Lecturer -dependent
Most of students like the method that 

created by lecturer (70.2%). Moreover, it was 
different from the dislike proportion (3.5%).

§ Student-dependent 
While, learning methods that 

depending on student had similar proportions 
of satisfaction score among like (47.4%) and 
dislike (14.0%).


